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Cerner Corporation 
Third Quarter 2017 

Earnings Conference Call 
October 26, 2017 

 
Moderator 

Welcome to Cerner Corporation’s third quarter 2017 conference call.  Today’s date is October 26, 
2017, and this call is being recorded. 
 
The Company has asked me to remind you that various remarks made here today constitute forward-
looking statements, including without limitation, those regarding projections of future revenues or 
earnings, operating margins, operating and capital expenses, bookings, solution development, new 
markets or prospects for the Company’s solutions and services, and plans for CEO succession.  Actual 
results may differ materially from those indicated by the forward-looking statements.  Additional 
information concerning factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the 
forward-looking statements may be found under Item 1A in Cerner’s Form 10-K together with the 
Company’s other filings.  A reconciliation of non-GAAP financial measures discussed in this earnings 
call can be found in the Company’s earnings release, which was furnished to the SEC today and 
posted on the investor section of Cerner.com.  Cerner assumes no obligation to update any forward-
looking statements or information except as required by law. 
 
At this time, I'd like to turn the call over to Marc Naughton, Chief Financial Officer of Cerner 
Corporation.  
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Marc Naughton 

Thank you ____________________.  Good afternoon everyone and welcome to the call. 
 
I will start with a review of our numbers.  Zane Burke, our President, will follow me with results 
highlights and marketplace observations, and then Mike Nill, our Chief Operating Officer, will provide 
operational highlights. 
 
Turning to our results, while Q3 included revenue and earnings in our guidance ranges and record 
cash flow, our booking results were disappointing. 
 
Bookings, Backlog and Revenue 

Our bookings in Q3 were $1.111 billion, down from $1.434 billion in Q316 and below our guidance 
range for the quarter.  As Zane will discuss, the shortfall was primarily due to several large deals that 
were forecast for the quarter that did not come through, but we expect a strong Q4 bookings 
performance that would put the year back in line with our original expectations.     
 
Our revenue backlog ended the quarter at $16.532 billion, which is up 7% from $15.471 billion a year 
ago.     
 
Revenue in the quarter was $1.276 billion, which is up 8% over Q316.  The revenue composition for 
Q3 was $324 million in System Sales, $263 million in Support and Maintenance, $664 million in 
Services, and $24 million in Reimbursed Travel.   
 
System sales revenue for the quarter was up 8% compared to Q316, with growth in licensed software 
and subscriptions being partially offset by a decline in technology resale.  Our system sales margin 
percent of 67.5% was up from 66.3% in Q217 due to the lower technology resale and down from 
69.0% in Q316 due to the mix of technology resale including lower levels of third party software 
margin.  This dynamic had a similar impact on our total gross margin, which was up 140 basis points 
sequentially and down 50 basis points year-over-year. 
 
Moving to Services, total Services revenue, including professional and managed services, was up 9% 
compared to Q316.   
 
Support and Maintenance revenue increased 4% for the quarter, which is in line with expectations.   
 
Looking at revenue by geographic segment, domestic revenue increased 7% over the year-ago 
quarter to $1.13 billion and non-U.S. revenue of $142 million increased 10%. 
  
Earnings 

Now I will discuss spending, operating margin and net earnings.  For these items, we provide both 
GAAP and Adjusted, or Non-GAAP, results.  The Adjusted results exclude share-based compensation 
expense, share-based compensation permanent tax items, Health Services acquisition-related 
amortization, acquisition related deferred revenue adjustments and other acquisition-related 
adjustments, which are detailed and reconciled to GAAP in our earnings release. 
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Operating Expense 

Looking at operating spending, our third quarter GAAP operating expenses of $825 million were up 
9% compared to $759 million in the year-ago period.   
 
Adjusted operating expenses were $779 million, which is up 9% compared to Q316.  This growth was 
primarily driven by an increase in personnel expense related to revenue generating associates and 
non-cash items.  Looking at the line items, Sales & Client Service expense increased 10%.  Software 
development increased 13%, driven by non-cash items as we had $7 million less capitalized software 
and $9 million more amortization than Q316. G&A expense was down 1%.  Amortization of 
Acquisition-related Intangibles decreased slightly year over year. 
 
Operating Margins   

Moving to operating margins.  Our Q3 GAAP operating margin was 19.4% compared to 20.4% in the 
year-ago period. Our Adjusted Operating Margin was 23.1% in Q3, which is down 130 basis points 
from the year-ago period due to the previously discussed technology resale mix and non-cash 
expense.  One impact that has been greater than we expected is software capitalization and 
amortization.  We expected net software capitalization to represent about $35 million of a $70 
million annual increase in non-cash items, but because we have capitalized less software along with 
the expected increases in amortization, our earnings have been impacted by $43 million through just 
three quarters, so it is on pace to be over $55 million, or $20 million more than we projected.  This 
does reflect better earnings quality as our amortization catches up with capitalization, but I wanted 
to highlight it as it has had bigger than expected impact on our margins and earnings this year. 
 
Net Earnings / EPS 

Moving to net earnings and EPS, our GAAP net earnings in Q3 were $177 million, or 52 cents per 
diluted share.  Adjusted Net Earnings were $206 million and Adjusted Diluted EPS was 61 cents, up 
3% from $0.59 in Q316. 
 
Our GAAP tax rate for the quarter was 29%.  When excluding the share-based compensation 
permanent tax items, the Q3 tax rate was 31%, which is up from 30% a year ago. 
 
Balance Sheet / Cash Flow 

Now I’ll move to our balance sheet.  We ended Q3 with $964 million of total cash and investments, 
which is up from $748 million in Q2.   
 
Moving to debt, our total debt, including capital lease obligations, was $535 million, which is down 
slightly compared to Q2. 
 
Total receivables ended the quarter at $1.021 billion, which is down from $1.037 billion in Q2.  Our 
Q3 DSO was 73 days, which is down from 76 days in the year-ago period and flat compared to Q2.   
 
Operating cash flow for the quarter was very strong at $363 million.  Q3 capital expenditures were 
$73 million, and capitalized software was $67 million.  Free cash flow, defined as operating cash flow 
less capital purchases and capitalized software development costs, was $223 million for the quarter, 
representing an all-time high.  
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Guidance 

Now I’ll go through guidance.    
 

• We expect revenue in Q4 to be between $1.300 and $1.350 billion, with the midpoint 
reflecting growth of 5% over Q416.  The midpoint of this range would bring full-year 2017 
revenue to $5.15B, which reflects 7% growth over 2016 and is at the low-end of our prior 
guidance range.    
 

• We expect Q4 Adjusted Diluted EPS to be 60 to 62 cents per share, which is flat compared to 
Q416.  The midpoint of this range would bring full-year 2017 EPS to $2.42, which reflects 5% 
growth over 2016.   

 
• Moving to bookings, we expect bookings in Q4 of $1.75 billion to $2.00 billion, with the 

midpoint reflecting 30% growth compared to Q416.  This strong expected growth reflects our 
expectation that we sign large contracts that pushed from Q3 in addition to an already strong 
level of forecasted activity for Q4.  The midpoint of our Q4 guidance would bring full-year 
2017 bookings growth to 8%.  Our guidance does not assume a significant booking for the VA 
contract as we expect the initial booking to be relatively small. 

 
I’d like to provide some more color on our Q4 revenue and earnings guidance.   
 

• The primary driver of the lower Q4 revenue and earnings is the lower Q3 bookings.   
• While we were within our Q3 revenue and earnings guidance ranges even with the lower Q3 

bookings, the timing of the pushed bookings reduces Q4 revenue and earnings, as those 
contracts won’t contribute much to the quarter. 

• Much of the bookings shortfall was related to ITWorks deals that pushed, which has a bigger 
impact on Q4 revenue than earnings, but some of the shortfall was related to managed 
services and professional services bookings, which typically begin converting to higher margin 
revenue relatively quickly and therefore have a bigger impact on earnings in Q4. 

• Tech resale is also expected to increase in Q4, which helps close the revenue gap, but does 
not contribute much to margins. 

• On the spending side, our Q3 expenses benefited from lower variable compensation expense 
associated with the lower bookings and a reduction in the accrual for full-year variable 
compensation since we expect to be below our internal targets.  Since the full-year accrual has 
already been reduced, there will be no additional expense benefit in Q4.  

• Another factor impacting spending is up front investments we are making in large projects 
that increase personnel spend in Q4 but will not start delivering revenue until 2018.  
Additionally, most of our workforce receives their annual salary adjustments at the beginning 
of Q4, which is another factor increasing compensation expense.   

• Finally, we expect the ongoing impact of non-cash expenses, which, as I mentioned, has had a 
bigger than expected impact this year. 
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2018 Outlook 

Now I’d like to provide initial expectations for 2018.  We will provide more formal guidance after we 
report Q4 results and finalize our 2018 plan, but based on the initial version of our plan we currently 
expect: 
 

• 2018 revenue between $5.50 and $5.70 billion, reflecting 9% growth at the midpoint; and 
 

• 2018 Adjusted Diluted EPS between $2.52 and $2.68, reflecting 7% growth at the midpoint. 
 

Current consensus estimates for revenue is in our guidance range and consensus for Adjusted Diluted 
EPS is above our guidance range, largely reflecting the fact that consensus was formed before our Q3 
results and Q4 guidance.   
 
Our initial 2018 outlook reflects revenue growth in our long-term targeted range of 7-11%.  While this 
is off of a slightly lowered 2017 revenue number, our expected 2017 growth is also within our 
targeted range, so both years would be in line with our stated ranges. 
 
Regarding EPS, our expected EPS growth rate is slightly below our revenue growth rate.  Current 
consensus estimates reflect margin expansion, with earnings growing faster than revenue, which is 
not consistent with statements we made at the beginning of this year about margin headwinds for 
2017 and 2018 tied to revenue mix and non-cash expense growth.  Recall that we indicated 
depreciation and amortization growth would be a headwind to margins for a couple of years.  As I 
indicated earlier, those items have had a more significant impact than originally projected in 2017. 
Consistent with our comments at the beginning of this year, we expect these increases in these non-
cash items to continue in 2018, again largely driven by increased software amortization. 
 
The other factor we cited at the beginning of 2017 is revenue mix, as we projected a higher volume of 
Works business in 2017 and 2018.  While the Works business is shaping up to be back-end loaded for 
2017, we do expect the volume of Works revenue in 2018 to result in a mix shift that pressures 
margins. 
 
As we also said at the beginning of the year, we believe the non-cash headwinds will subside after a 
couple of years and, longer-term, we believe SaaS revenue related to population health can offset the 
impact of the Works revenue mix as it ramps, but the timing of this is uncertain.  We also believe we 
will be able to expand Works margins as we achieve scale in these businesses. 
 
Finally, please keep in mind that our initial guidance does not reflect any impact from the new 
revenue accounting standard, often referred to as Topic 606.  We are still working through the impact 
and it is too early for us to estimate an amount at this time. 
 
In summary, while we are disappointed with our Q3 bookings results and the related lower-than 
expected Q4 earnings outlook, we are pleased with the very strong Q4 bookings outlook, which we 
believe will allow us to finish the year on a positive note and position us for good visibility into 2018 
results.   

 
With that, I will turn the call over to Zane. 
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Zane Burke 
Thanks Marc.  Good afternoon everyone.  Today I’ll provide color on our results and make some 
marketplace observations. 
 
Results/Marketplace 
I’ll start with bookings.  After a significant bookings over attainment in Q2, we had lower than 
expected bookings in Q3 due to some of our largest forecasted opportunities pushing out of the 
quarter.  Our Q2 over attainment and strong Q4 bookings outlook more than offset the lower Q3 
bookings, so we are still positioned for good bookings growth for the year if we deliver against our Q4 
guidance, which is our key focus. 
 
I believe two key factors contributed to the lower Q3 bookings and overall less predictable nature of 
our bookings in recent quarters.  We’ve discussed both in the past.  First, some of our contracts are 
getting larger and more complex, particularly Works opportunities in our pipeline.  As a result, the 
timing of a few contracts can have a material impact on bookings.  Second, predicting timing of 
contracts is more challenging in the post Meaningful Use era, so even though we have a large 
pipeline, there isn’t an external set of dates creating urgency for clients to sign.  We work to address 
these factors with wider guidance ranges, but even with that approach, we had the significant upside 
in Q2 and the downside in Q3.  The net of it all is that we still remain positioned to have a good full 
year of bookings, but are clearly disappointed we didn’t deliver against our guidance in Q3. 
 
Now I’ll provide some color on our bookings mix.  In addition to having large ITWorks contracts push, 
we also had a lower level of hosting bookings, resulting in just 25% of our bookings coming from long-
term contracts.  We expect this to be much higher in Q4.   
 
I would also point out that we do not believe the lower bookings were related to our 
competitiveness.  Our win rate remained high during the quarter—the lower volume of business was 
related to deal timing.  This quarter, 30% of bookings were from outside our core Cerner Millennium® 
installed base.  We continue to see success against our primary competitor in an environment where 
prospects are focused on return on investment.  We also continue to do well with our 
CommunityWorks offering in smaller hospitals, where we believe incumbent suppliers are struggling 
to keep up with regulatory requirements and new entrants have overpromised and underdelivered.   
 
One area I’d like to highlight this quarter is revenue cycle.  On the solution side, we’ve made 
significant progress that has contributed to our higher win rate on new business and led to strong 
sales back into our base, as our clients replace legacy revenue cycle platforms.  Beyond our solutions, 
we have been steadily building out and improving our revenue cycle services capabilities.  Our 
services include Transition Services that help clients wind down legacy A/R; Targeted Projects; 
Business Office Management, and Full Outsourcing.  As we’ve increased penetration of revenue cycle 
solutions in our installed base, the demand for our services has increased.  As a result, we expect 
larger contributions going forward from revenue cycle services, including full outsourcing. 
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In population health, we continue to make steady progress at adding clients to the HealtheIntent 
platform and expanding the scope at existing clients even though uncertainty remains regarding 
exactly when the broader shift from fee-for-service to value-based care will occur.  In this 
environment, we are focused on selling our analytics capabilities and tools that support and optimize 
fee-for-service models, while also preparing our clients for the shift to value-based models.  We also 
continue to build out population health services capabilities, which we believe represents a 
meaningful opportunity.   
 
Non-U.S. 
Moving to our business outside of the U.S., we had a solid quarter.  In addition to the improved 
revenue growth Marc mentioned, we had solid non-U.S. bookings performance, with strength in 
Canada, Australia, France, Germany and the Middle East.  A more recent major development for our 
non-U.S. business was Cerner being selected as supplier of choice in Sweden for Region Skäne, where 
we will provide our core solutions to 10 hospitals and 190 primary care locations, and also establish 
our first Nordic population health client, serving 1.3 million citizens.  We are looking forward to 
finalizing this relationship after getting through the contract challenge period.  
 
Department of Defense / Veterans Affairs 
Next, I’d like to provide an update on the Department of Defense MHS GENESIS project.  Last month 
we went live at Naval Hospital Bremerton, the third site to come online as part of the Department of 
Defense’s Initial Operational Capability program.  Then, just last week, Madigan Army Medical Center 
went live, which completes the Initial Operational Capability program.  These are significant 
milestones as we have now deployed a full set of capabilities, and these go lives keep us on schedule 
to begin broader deployment next year.    
 
I’d also like to provide an update on our opportunity with the Department of Veterans Affairs.  We 
have made good progress working with the VA on scoping the full work effort, designing the project 
plan, and negotiating a contract, and we expect to sign a contract by the end of the year.   
 
As we mentioned last quarter, we are expected to be the prime contractor on this project.  
Concurrent with our contracting with the VA, we have been finalizing contracts with partners that will 
help us on the project, and we will announce our key partners soon.  We are confident in our ability 
to deliver given our experience with the DoD project and the complementary skills and resources that 
will be provided by our partners. 
 
We feel a great sense of pride and responsibility to have the opportunity to support our veterans and 
extend the reach of the platform being established through our work with the Department of 
Defense.  Through our solution, service and interoperability capabilities, we are creating an 
integrated and longitudinal patient record designed to enable seamless care coordination across the 
continuum for our active and former military members.    
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Marketplace & Long-Term Growth 
Before handing the call over to Mike, I’d like to frame how we are looking at the marketplace and our 
near- and long-term growth opportunities. 

• First, there are still nearly 2,000 hospitals on a legacy EHR platform.  While many of these 
opportunities are smaller, there are still some large opportunities, many of them are 
accessible directly through our large existing clients that are looking to standardize on Cerner 
at sites they have acquired or that are still on legacy EHRs. 

• Beyond the EHR, we believe there is still meaningful whitespace for us in revenue cycle 
solutions, and we are very early in the revenue cycle services opportunity. 

• Another big services opportunity is ITWorks.  While ITWorks has underperformed recently, I 
believe it is on the verge of an inflection point as it is a key lever for our clients to improve 
efficiency and IT performance in an environment where they need to do so. 

• There are also several niche markets and smaller venues that collectively represent a large 
opportunity, including ambulatory, behavioral health, post acute, advisory consulting, 
employer services, to name a few. 

• We believe we are also in the early stages of government business contributing to our growth, 
and this goes beyond DoD and VA, as it includes opportunities like Federal Bureau of Prisons, 
Coast Guard, Indian Health Facilities, and State Medicaid programs. 

• Finally, our non-U.S. business is picking up, and it represents an earlier stage EHR market 
opportunity than the U.S. as well as an opportunity for nearly all of the other solutions and 
services I’ve discussed. 

 
I believe these areas of growth provide a solid bridge to the ramping of what we believe to be an 
even larger opportunity around population health.  We believe we can create significant value in the 
post fee-for-service economy with our core population health solutions as well as services that we 
will be rolling out in coming years.  There are also several related capabilities we are investing in, such 
as Artificial Intelligence, that we believe will widen our competitive advantage while also broadening 
our revenue opportunity.  
 
With that I will turn the call over to Mike. 
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Mike Nill 

Thanks Zane.  Good afternoon everyone.  
  
Cerner Health Conference 
Today I am going to provide some highlights from the Cerner Health Conference, where several of our 
key initiatives and marketplace differentiators were on display.   
 
The conference drew about 14,000 attendees, including representatives from 728 client or prospect 
organizations and 19 countries.  Clients had the opportunity to engage in more than 450 education 
opportunities in addition to content on major industry topics. 
 
One theme at the conference that I’d like to discuss is interoperability and open development.  We 
believe Cerner is playing a leadership role in moving interoperability and open development forward 
in health care.   
 
Cerner supports many methods not only for provider interoperability but also to empower 
consumers to manage and share their health information.  Through CommonWell Health Alliance, 
Cerner enables a complete picture of a persons’ health story to be exchanged between providers.  
CommonWell now includes 5,500 provider organizations and more than 60 million records, 
representing good interoperability progress.  A consumer is able to approve participation in the 
exchange as well as verify the location of all their encounters over time, as opposed to only the last 
visit.  This results in a more complete health record, and enables the provider to interact, consume 
and contribute to all outside health data within their workflow. This enables interoperability across 
multiple data points for the patient, which we view as true inter-operability, not just intra-operability.   
 
At the Cerner Health Conference, Zane announced an extension of free CommonWell services to our 
clients for an additional three years, along with a commitment to next-generation interoperability 
capabilities and a consumer-directed care record. 
 
The growth of our open development ecosystem was also a big focus at our health conference. The 
most attended session besides the general sessions was a session focused on SMART® on FHIR® open 
standards.  Recall that we launched the Cerner Open Developer Experience last year to enhance 
collaboration with third-party and client developers on SMART® on FHIR® applications.  A great 
example of where this has been successful was shared by Dr. Dan Nigrin, the CIO at Boston Children’s 
Hospital.  He provided several examples about how his organization has benefited from Cerner’s 
commitment to open standards by deploying pediatric-specific apps on our open platform.   
 
In summary, Cerner is committed to taking a leadership role in interoperability and open platforms.  
We believe this is a competitive differentiator, but more importantly, we believe it will facilitate 
better consumer access to personal health information and more rapid innovation across health care.    
 
With that, I’ll turn the call over to questions. 
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